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Dedication
In the preface of Cummings' Architectural Details by Marcus Fayette
Cummings, we find sentiments from our environs that curiously
antedate our intent in writing this book.

All of the designs given are new and original, and have never before been
produced in any architectural book.
It is not supposed by the author that its contents will add much to the resources
of architects, who are located in the larger cities, but those who have a county
practice, such as he enjoys, mayfind in the illustrations valuable hints. No
attempt has been made to illustrate any well-defined style of architecture...
The author has not undertaken to initiate a new style; such a thing may be
produced some time in thefuture, but it is probable that instead of one American
style being produced we shall have a multitude of styles, each one stamped by
the genius and individuality of its author, and each possessing more or less merit.
What has been aimed at is this: to present a massof architectural details, easy of
construction, pleasing in form, and generally of an inexpensive character, and
all so designed that a great variety of selections may be madefrom them, which,
when combined in a building, will produce a harmonious whole; and it is
believed by the author that this work will be found to be of value, that its design
is practicable; for there are hundreds of towns and villages, in all the States of
the Union, in which the wants of the people continually demand the erection of
buildings... which in the hands of the builder and workman may be made
elegant, and pleasing in all their features, provided they have at hand a guide
such as this book is intended to be.
M. F. Cummings, Architect
Troy, New York, 1873
The Lighting Pattern Book for Homes is designed in the spirit of traditional
architectural pattern books. It gives model designs and components of
designs that can be adapted to your particular building and style. As
such, it is dedicated to all those who strive to create practical homes that
harmonize with rather than deplete our environment.
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Foreword

P

racticing professionals, producers of products, and researchers in
lighting have been searching for methods and materials to save
energy. Indeed the message about energy conservation and
concern for the environment has now, in some fashion, reached almost
everyone on Earth. In the world of buildings, the direction of this
conservation effort has been focused on the design of energy-efficient
commercial, industrial, and institutional projects.

The first standard for energy conservation in new building design in the
United States was produced in 1975. This standard was translated into
code language by the states and was used as the basis for the energy
conservation portion of their building codes. Over the last 20 years or so,
almost every structure erected in North America has been using less
energy as a result of the requirements of these codes. Furthermore,
energy conservation standards and codes are continually being refined
to take advantage of the lessons gained from the new buildings
constructed.under their mandate.
One of those lessons brought into focus how large the portion of energy
consumed by lighting was in some facilities. Lighting standards,
practice, and equipment were then altered to answer the challenges
raised by the concerns for energy conservation and the environment. The
turnabout made in the area of commercial lighting has taken, in some
instances, a true revolution to accomplish.
The continuing evolution of lighting and energy conservation is now
about to enter into everyone's home. This entry will be in practice and
not just in spirit. This book is intended to help make that arrival a
welcome one: to provide good lighting while saving energy.
This book is not for lighting professionals. It is an idea book for all of the
various people who work in the realm of the residence. It contains the
best information that has been learned and compiled on conserving
energy through better lighting since the effort began. It is an instrument
to make good lighting and energy conservation synonymous.
This is my "Hello" to all the allied professionals who will be carrying
forward lighting-related energy conservation to people's homes
everywhere. From the utility representative to the home center
salesperson, from the electrital contractor to the interior designer, from
lighting showrooms to architect/ engineer offices, The Lighting Pattern
Book for Homes can be a resource to all of you, a tool for providing good
lighting to benefit whomever you are serving.
Welcome to the era of residential energy conservation through improved
lighting.
Howard Brandston
FIES, FCIBSE, FIALD

Preface

w

e all use lighting in our homes. Lighting is a significant consumer of electricity and
accounts for 6 to 20 percent of residential utility bills. The power plants that generate
this electricity place a societal burden on our air quality and nonrenewable energy
reserves. "Conserve energy and save the environment,'' we frequently are told. Monthly
greetings from our electric utility company and the environmental catalogs that we receive are
stuffed with promotions for "green" lighting technologies, such as compact fluorescent lamps.

Yet compact fluorescent lamps are only one of many options for lighting homes efficiently.
Other lamps can be more appropriate for certain tasks; some convert electricity more efficiently
to light. Turning lamps off when they are not needed is perhaps our greatest energy-saving
opportunity. How many of us have bellowed to our children, "Turn off the lights!"? Many
modern lighting control technologies make turning off the lamps easier. Lighting efficiency
also involves lighting only the things that we wish to see. The luminaires and lamps we
choose can either swallow much of the light before it ever leaves the luminaire, or they can
aim the light precisely where it is needed. This book offers technologies and designs that
can transform our habitats into more efficient homes.
People hold strongly to the belief that fluorescent lighting is not good lighting for the home.
"It gives me headaches; it flickers; it makes people look green; it buzzes; it looks institutional."
These are common responses that energy-efficiencyadvocates hear when they suggest fluorescent
lighting for homes. Choosing appropriate technologies can help us overcome these negative
beliefs about fluorescent lighting, but people have not yet fully accepted such technologies.
We hope that this book will give you the tools you need to step beyond misconceptions
about fluorescent lighting.
Also, we must remember why we put lighting in our homes. We need to see, create a comfortable
atmosphere, and be safe and secure. The mission of Rensselaer's Lighting Research Center is
to change architecture through lighting that is more energy efficient and responsive to
people's needs. We know that energy-efficient lighting designs must suit all your needsaesthetic, economic, and practical.
What can we do to encourage effiaent home lighting? As an architect, one of us was exasperated
when trying to specify proper efficient lighting technologies in a timely fashion during the
rapid decision-makingprocess of home construction. Frustration prompted this book,
which is designed to guide lighting decisions quickly and wisely. We have supplemented
our experiences in architecture and visual communication with the technical expertise of
many world-class experts in lighting design, lighting applications, and human factors.
Our sponsors recognized the potential value of a comprehensivebook on residential lighting.
With their input, we expanded our audience of lighting decision-makersfar beyond the
architect. We wrote this book for facility managers considering lighting improvements; utility
lighting conservation program managers choosing technologies to promote through incentive
programs; state energy officers considering code and voluntary programs to encourage
lighting energy efficiency; lighting equipment manufacturers searching for new products and
ways to market many existing products; electricians, builders, remodelers, and designers of
manufactured homes looking for good lighting for their customers; and of course, residents.
Use this book to select and design efficient lighting. Share it with everyone you encounter in
the process of designing and building homes. Join us in saving energy and enjoying welldesigned lighting.
Russell P. Leslie
Kathryn M. Conway
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How To Use This Book

u

se The Lighting Pattern Book for Homes as a guide to selecting
efficient lighting for the home. You can enter the book in several
ways.

Using a Lighting Technique
If you have a lighting technique or practice in mind, such as wall
washing or accent lighting, use the Table of Contents to find the
appropriate page in the Techniques chapter. Each Technique gives
design guidance and refers you to luminaires that will give the desired
effect. The Techniques entitled "Task and Special Purpose" refer you to
the introductions to rooms, in the Designs chapter.

Lighting or Relighting a Room
If you are choosing lighting for a specific room or space in a home or are
looking for some energy-efficient alternatives to typical home lighting,
use the table of contents to find your room in the Designs chapter. For
each room, we offer options for replacing the lamps, luminaires, or
controls, and designs for remodeling or new construction. Use these
designs as prototypes for your own designs, adapting the style to your
taste. Refer to the Lamps, Luminaires, and Controls chapters to learn
more about the recommended technologies. Each set of rooms includes
an economic analysis of the designs.

Calculating Savings
"The numbers" can help us choose a lighting design. If you want to
calculate the annual energy savings, the annual operating cost savings,
or a simple payback for installing efficient lighting equipment, use the
worksheet and tables in the Economics chapter. We provide many
analyses of energy-efficient designs in the Designs chapter; see the bar
charts that accompany each set of designs.

Using a Lighting Technology
If you need information about a particular lighting technology, use the
Table of Contents to find that technology in the Lamps, Luminaires, or
Controls chapters. Read the opening pages of each chapter first and also
read the introduction to each type of technology. Combine lamps,
luminaires, and controls to create lighting designs. References to
alternative technologies, techniques, and rooms in the Designs chapter
that show the technology are provided at the end of each type. Tables 3,
4, and 5 in the Economics chapter give data about many lamps used in
homes.

Locating More Information
See the Glossary and Appendix for an explanation of the many terms
used in this book. Refer to the Associations and Further Reading lists at
the end of the book to learn more about lighting.

